THERE'S A LOT OF CONTINENTAL IN THE NEW BMW iX

All of the components at a glance:

- Radio Frequency Transceiver
- UWB Transceivers
- Long-Range Radar for intelligent driving functions
- FDC Silverbox (IC-Box)
- Broadcast Window Antennas
- Control Unit for the Passenger Seat
- Head-up Display
- Driver Monitoring Camera
- Intelligent Glass Control in panorama roof
- Acella® Lux surface material for Instrument Panel
- Acella® surface material for Seat Covers
- Acella® Lux surface material for Door Panel
- Electric Vehicle Engine Mounts
- BEV Coolant Lines
- Long-Range Radar for intelligent driving functions
- Pedestrian Protection System
- Acceleration Sensors for Crash Detection
- Wheel Speed Sensors
- Summer and winter tires
- Smartphone Terminal/NFC Reader
- Airbag Control Unit
- Inertial Measurement Unit
- Integrated Brake System MK C1
- Chassis Position Sensor
- Chassis Control Unit
- Acceleration Sensors for Crash Detection
- Pressure Sensors for Side Crash Detection
- Door Control Units
- Air Conditioning hoses
- Intelligent Battery Sensor
- UWB Transceivers
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